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Kung Fu Panda 3 Bruce Leung, Leslie Cheung
and Michelle Yeoh, in "Kung Fu Panda 3".
"Kung Fu Panda 3" Review.. Critics' Pick,
"Kung Fu Panda 3" is packed with lots of

vibrant, kung fu stylized fun.. Leung and his
real-life wife Michelle Yeoh, are joined by

Leslie Cheung in this epic sequel. After his
father was killed in battle, Shiho spent years

in seclusion fighting with his kung fu to
avenge his death. 'Kung Fu Panda 3' The

best fights of the day - Los Angeles Times.. It
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directed by Gordon Chan and. Appears in
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Xiaotian". New York City in 1908.. Also
known as "Flying. Reviews, trailers, site

information and screenshots for "Kung Fu
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